Why do I like General OneFile?

General OneFile contains over 155 million articles and updates almost everyday. Most of the articles are from magazines and newspapers, but some articles are scholarly as well. General OneFile is something I like because they include official articles, and no bias or media involved. Usually, I receive everyday news through social media, and chances are its from someone else’s post, and not an official source. When someone else posts, there’s usually a caption and opinion to it, so General OneFile will give me both sides and give me the right information.

How have I used General OneFile?

I have used General OneFile when I wanted the scoop and real details on a news event in today’s world. One big topic is the presidential election of 2016. Everyone has their own opinions, and all that I read on social media and everything I see is that both Hillary Clinton, and especially Donald Trump are terrible candidates that do not have any great ideas. I recently used this database to do my own research and see what the actual stories are in each candidate’s campaign.

How can I use General OneFile?

General OneFile’s home screen immediately gives you the top searches. Some of the top searches you will see today are autism, immigration, police brutality, and privacy. If you click on police brutality, it brings you to the result page, and you can filter it into content types at the right hand side. You can choose between journals, news, images, video, and audio. You can then filter by subject, document type, the publisher, and publication dates.